Sequence-specific resonance assignments provide the basis for the structural interpretation of polypeptide and protein NMR data. A key step in making these assignments involves identifying connections between spin systems of sequential amino acid residues. So far, this has mainly been achieved using conformation-dependent nuclear Overhauser effects (l-5). Recently, alternative methods of establishing the sequential order of spin systems have been developed including long-range heteronuclear correlation between backbone protons and the carbon carbonyl or amide nitrogen of the peptide bond (6-9)) and direct correlation of "N amide and 13C carbonyl chemical shifts of peptide bonds ( IO, 1 I). The former technique relies on observation of antiphase cross peaks where the active couplings depend on the dihedral angles 4 and #, respectively. The latter method requires isotope enrichment with both "N and 13C. In this Communication we describe a family of new 'H-13C-15N triple-resonance experiments which provide sequential connectivity information in polypeptides enriched with either "N or 13C. These relayed coherence transfer experiments use only one-and two-bond heteronuclear couplings, all of which are greater than 7 Hz and are essentially independent of the polypeptide backbone conformation. All cross peaks are in-phase and therefore do not suffer from intrapeak cancellation. Aside from differential relaxation, all sequential cross peaks are equally intense. Since there are only intraresidue and sequential cross peaks in these spectra, they are simpler and more amenable to automated analysis than NOESY or ROESY spectra. They also provide 13Ca and lSN backbone amide assignments in the course of determining sequence-specific 'H assignments.
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The pulse sequences we have developed are shown in Fig. 1 . The first sequence ( An example of this is shown for the terminally blocked tripeptide Ac-Asn-Pro-[ 15N]Tyr-NHMe (16) (17) (18) in Fig. 2A . The same experiment carried out on a uniformly "N-enriched polypeptide would result in a network of Cp + HiV, l -+ C p+ I + HE2 + Cp+* -etc. cross peaks which provide sequential connectivity information. These conformation-independent data, combined with an identification of the spin systems associated with each C" and HN resonance by standard homonuclear and heteronuclear 2D NMR experiments, can provide sequence-specific assignments in polypeptides.
Figures 1 B-1 E are variations of the experiment described above. The sequence of This experiment produces an asymmetric homonuclear spectrum. Exchanging the have a 135" pulse and a 45" pulse; the full thick bars are 180" pulses. Open thick bars represent optional 180' pulses which can be used to achieve heteronuclear decoupling during t, . All experiments shown in "N and the 13C channels results in a spectrum (not shown) which is the mirror image with respect to the wi = w2 diagonal compared to the spectrum of Fig. 2C . Simple modification of these triple-resonance experiments provide an approach for accurate measurements of coupling constants ( 19) . For example, in Fig. 1 D is an H "-C "( w i )-N-selective-H N ( w2 ) 2D HETERO-RELAY pulse sequence related to that of Fig. 1 A. The resulting experimental spectrum is shown in Fig. 2D . This experiment ( 19) differs from that of Fig. 1A in two respects . First, the 13C-'H coupling during t, is not decoupled, resulting in an approximately 140 Hz splitting in the wI dimension with two coherence components arising from the ensembles of 13C nuclei with the Ha spins up and down, respectively. Second, the 90" 'H pulse of the reverse refocused INEPT pulse sequence is replaced with a TANGO (20) sequence, which is a selective 90" pulse for protons bound to "N. Because H" nuclei do not experience a mixing pulse, this sequence transfers carbon magnetization to HN without mixing the two coherence components which have evolved during ti . For intraresidue cross peaks, the ensemble of molecules for which the C" nucleus was coupled to an H" spin up during t, also has the H" spin up after transfer to HN during detection. The same argument holds for the ensemble of molecules with the H" spin down. As can be seen in Fig. 2D , this results in only two components of the intraresidue cross peak, corresponding to the sets of molecules with the H" spin either up or down in both t, and t2. This E.COSY-like pattern provides accurate measurements of the 3J( HN-H") vicinal coupling constant as we have discussed previously ( 19) . For sequential cross peaks, all four components are observed (Fig. 2D) , because there is no correlation between the spin states of Hq and H p+, . In this way, intraresidue and sequential cross peaks are distinguished by their characteristic fine structure.
The H N-N (0, )-Cm-H "( w2) RELAY experiment of Fig. 1 B has special significance because it provides sequential connectivities to proline residues, and it can also be used to determine sequence-specific assignments in systems for which the amide protons have been exchanged for deuterons, are exchange broadened, or are otherwise absent. For this case we use the modified sequence shown in Fig. 1 E which does not include the initial polarization transfer from the proton to the nitrogen., This makes the experiment, in theory, less sensitive by a factor of TN/ Yn = 0.1. In practice, the initial polarization transfer of Fig. 1B is not perfect and provides a significantly smaller sensitivity enhancement. Furthermore, in macromolecules, 15N T, values are shorter than 'H T, values. Thus, the repetition rate can be two to three times faster so that the effective sensitivity of the experiment of 
